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Abstract. Advanced Persistent Threat(APT) attacks are a major con-
cern for the modern societal digital infrastructures due to their highly
sophisticated nature. The purpose of these attacks varies from long pe-
riod espionage in high level environment to causing maximal destruction
for targeted cyber environment. Attackers are skilful and well funded by
governments in many cases. Due to sophisticated methods it is highly
important to study proper countermeasures to detect these attacks as
early as possible. Current detection methods under-performs causing sit-
uations where an attack can continue months or even years in a targeted
environment. We propose a novel method for analysing APT attacks
through OODA loop and Black Swan theory by defining them as a multi-
vector multi-stage attacks with continuous strategical ongoing campaign.
Additionally it is important to notice that for developing better perform-
ing detection methods, we have to find the most common factor within
these attacks. We can state that the most common factor of APT attacks
is communication, thus environment has to be developed in a way that
we are able to capture complete network flow and analyse it.

Keywords: Advanced Persistent Thread(APT), OODA loop, Black Swan
theory, Network anomaly detection

1 Introduction

In this paper a novel approach for analysing APT attack kill chain and its
lifecycle is proposed to gain deeper insights about the attacks and help the de-
velopment of detection techniques. The number of these sophisticated attacks
is increasing thus leaving societal infrastructures at more risk which can, in
worst case, cause lost of human lives. The current attacks are already capable
of hiding in cyber environments, bypassing firewalls as well as intrusion detec-
tion systems and other countermeasures effectively. The attackers are currently
adopting Machine and Deep Learning based solutions to attack campaigns, es-
pecially in malware that modify attack vectors and behavioural patterns based
on what the malware learns from the cyber environment, making the attacks
more dangerous and unpredictable. To effectively protect systems against these



above-mentioned campaigns, one must use similar techniques when developing
countermeasures.

Our proposed approach studies APT attack’s kill chain and lifecycle through
OODA loop and Black Swan theory for describing how the attack behaves. Fi-
nally, we propose a method to detect APT attacks in an early phase of the
campaign that can be adapted to Deep Learning.

The paper contains following structure: section II presents definitions for
APT kill chain and lifecycle from information security organizations and re-
search community and section III introduces the Black Swan theory and related
research. In section IV, the OODA loop is described and section V explains thor-
oughly how the subjects from earlier sections are related to each other. Finally,
section VI concludes and describes possible future works.

2 APT attack, kill chain and lifecycle

This section introduces APT attack and its kill chain utilising widely used defi-
nitions from research results and information security organizations.

2.1 APT attack

APT attack is a sophisticated network attack which attempts to breach target
networks and systems undetected in order to espionage or gain access to priv-
ileged information as long as possible. APT attacks can be also used to cause
maximal destruction to target networks, systems, critical infrastructure or pro-
duction. A commonly known malicious worm Stuxnet is an example of APT
attack that targets production systems. The developers of these sophisticated
attacks are skilled and well funded since they are tailor-made to the target net-
works and systems[1–5] - the cyber security risk at the targeted side is very
high.

Ongoing APT attack uses multiple techniques to masquerade its activity in a
network from detection. These attacks have the capability to hide in networks by
mimicking legitimate traffic and modify itself during campaign by using random
execution intervals and multiple legitimate protocols. The attack can also use
more than one attack vectors simultaneously.[1–10] Another weakness that help
attackers is the fact that 100% secure systems does not exist. Even well designed
and protected systems and networks have their weak spots[8]. Moreover, the
growing number of insider threats, where an individual with legitimate system
access executes an attack, is a great concern[5, 11].

2.2 Kill chain

The term ”kill chain” originates from military concept and it was adopted to
information security as ”Cyber Kill Chain” by Lockheed Martin. This commonly
used kill chain describes seven stages for an attack, which are i) Reconnaissance,
ii) Weaponization, iii) Delivery, iv) Exploitation, v) Installation, vi) Command



and Control and vii) Actions on Objective[1, 2, 7]. Few other similar kill chain
definitions to mention are: i) LogRhythm, ii) Lancaster, iii) SDAPT and iv) BSI
-model [7]. However, these models are practically mechanical execution flows and
they do not take into account how sophisticated the attack may be or the fact
that attack developers do not have any obligations to follow the phases described
in models.

There exist research papers where improvements and different approaches in
defining kill chain are proposed. Messaoud et al. used the term ”life cycle” to
describe the entire kill chain in their paper. The purpose was to improve earlier
definitions by focusing on attack targets as well as different tactics, techniques
and methods controlling impact of the attack. This way, instead of understanding
only the early stages of the attack which is common, it is possible to understand
the attack’s life cycle as a whole. They stated that earlier defined kill chain falsely
assumes that APT attacks are using the same seven phases every time in that
exact order. To support this argument, for example Stuxnet has a mechanism
to autonomously execute several tasks without command and control (phase vi)
and thus it is not following the kill chain execution order. Therefore, the authors
proposed a new model which is based on six phases, where kill chain phases
are combined and considered from attackers intention[7]. Bhatt et al. proposed
framework for detecting APT’s and improvements to kill chain in their paper.
The purpose was to focus on attack vectors’ simultaneous dynamic behaviour
and detect them before significant impact to the target. The framework consists
of three separate methods: i) multi-stage attack model, its core is based on
seven-phase kill chain, ii) layered security architecture to delay attack success,
which increases detection time and iii) event data collection from various sources
and information analysis with Big Data technology. They stated that by using
layered security, the entire kill chain has to be executed at least once in each
layer which helps detection. For data collection they proposed separate sensors
to each layer, configured to detect the ongoing kill chain phase[8].

Kill chain has not been the one and only approach on analysing APT attacks.
For example, few recent papers[5, 10, 12] based their analysis on strategical game
theory. Xiao et al. chose cumulative prospect theory (CPT) to improve APT at-
tack detection dynamically. In their work attacker and defender are assumed to
not know time intervals for the other opponent’s actions, for example system
scan for malware detection and attack execution intervals, which creates non-
linear sequence of events. Both of the mentioned actions are strategic decisions
with a different purpose. They stated that in both sides exists irrationality in
strategical decision making under uncertain situations based on human subjec-
tive point of view, such as risk taking, thus strategic game theory fits well for
APT detection and impact investigation[5, 10]. Zhu et al. proposed combination
of three strategic game models to detect APT behaviour and recognize correct
countermeasures. APT was defined as a multi-stage and -phase attack and it
was divided to three stages: i) infection, ii) stealthy infiltration and iii) caus-
ing damage, and for each phase they selected different strategy, while between
stages internal transition was implemented. Theory computes optimal behaviour



for both sides, attacker and defender simultaneously, and the theory’s main pur-
pose was to ”capture the strategic interactions of an attacker with a sequence of
agents in the system”. The authors proposed Gestalt Nash equilibrium theory as
a core of solution, as it provides a holistic risk assessment theory for APT attacks
by adaptive learning methods and designing automated and optimal defence for
multiple layers.[12] Gestalt Nash equilibrium theory was also analysed in[5] and
identified as a best response strategy for opponents, optimizing their long-term
objectives.

2.3 Lifecycle

The lifecycle of an APT attack begins when an attacker sets the target and
intelligence gathering starts to find weak spots from the targeted cyber envi-
ronment with methods such as open source intelligence, network scanning and
social engineering[4, 7]. The lifecycle may end due to various reasons: the attack
reaches its purpose, it is detected and interrupted or such countermeasures are
implemented that it cannot fulfil its purpose and therefore ceases.

Intelligence gathering activities in a network, local and public, from anomaly
detection point of view are difficult to detect, sometimes even impossible[6].
For example network scanning and open source intelligence can be executed
completely outside of the target’s cyber environment. Further, there can be
multiple purposes for a network scanning, thus it is difficult to reason if it was
executed by an APT or for some other purpose, even legitimate. Open source
intelligence can be gathered from public records, such as DNS, whois records and
so forth when targeted cyber environment is connected to public network, thus
it does not create any communication to targeted environment. In addition,
social engineering based attacks can be executed with methods that does not
require access to target’s cyber environment. Hence the critical point for network
anomaly detection is, when a malware executes[8] first time and makes first
communication or attempts it inside the targets cyber environment.

3 Black Swan Theory

According to Taleb’s definitions, Black Swan is a surprising highly improbable
consequential event, that can change the entire perspective to the subject in
question. Black Swans are caused by ”severe limitation to our learning from ob-
servations or experience and the fragility of our knowledge”, in other words, one
single observation can completely invalidate earlier common beliefs. In addition,
there exists positive and negative Black Swans and while effects of positive takes
time to appear, effects of negative ones appear fast[13].

To be more precise, Black Swan is an event that has following three attributes,
i) it is an outlier that locates outside of the ordinary assumption, or outside of a
”tunnel”, ii) it causes extreme impact and iii) after the event occurs, even being
an extreme outlier, there exists a tendency to transfer the event from being
unlikely to explainable and predictable one[13].



A rare event is same as uncertainty and to study those events we need to
focus on extreme outliers, instead of focusing on normal events. These dynam-
ical sudden events with low predictability and high impact can be seen also as
events that should not happen, thus happened exactly because of that. There
are multiple reasons for this phenomenon: i) categorizing which reduces true
complexity by ruling out sources of uncertainty, thus creating more misunder-
standing, ii) by focusing on causes of known Black Swans or a small number of
sources of uncertainty, in other words on a ”tunnel”, iii) huge amount of data
can be insignificant occasionally while one piece of data can be very significant,
thus invalidate earlier beliefs, iv) reducing dimensions, more random data has
higher number of dimensions and it is more difficult to summarize. But as more
data is summarized, less random it becomes thus leading to assumption that the
environment is less random than it actually is, v) learning is based on historical
events at the expense of previously unknown events, leading to ignoring later
ones before appearance, vi) future predictions by using tools and methods which
exclude rare events and vii) with more detailed knowledge from environment,
noise in knowledge increases thus creating false understanding of information.
Furthermore, two important attributes which relate to Black Swan events are
”duration blindness”, that is we cannot predict how long an event will last based
on its history, and ”the curse of learning”, that happens with overlapping infor-
mation, where less learning happens while having more overlap in information.
Above all, any event can have an infinite amount of possible causes[13].

While Black Swans are produced in a messy understanding of an environ-
ment, to be more precise, in a gap between what we really know and what we
think we know, there are methods to make them predictable to a certain degree
and turn unknown unknowns to ”Gray Swans”. That is, they are somewhat
tractable and by being aware of their existence, the element of surprise is lower.
More specifically, the event is still rare but also expected. One way to reduce
unknown is fractal randomness, it causes some Black Swan consequences to ap-
pear but does not give exact answers, in other words one can understand the
consequence of an event without knowing the likelihood of an event. It is pos-
sible to infer such possible outcomes that are not directly visible in the data.
However, instead of ignoring these deductions, they should be taken into account
in the set of possible outcomes as well[13]. Zeng et al. proposed a hierarchical
Bayesian reliability model framework to reduce unexpected failures in a process,
which were presented as Black swans. Their mathematical model took all fail-
ures into account, expected and unexpected, and by increasing the knowledge of
the environment their test results showed that probability of unexpected failures
reduced. In addition, paper showed two important facts: i) ”system complexity
inherently hides unexpected failures” and ii) as the complexity of environment
increases, possibility to unexpected failures increases also, thus ”the estimated
reliability decreases”[14]. Additionaly Arney et al. stated that ”Through rare
event scenarios that impact the global network, we see how different elements
and entities interact with each other to produce even greater impact”, that is
small change in local condition can cause consequences to entire network[15].



4 OODA loop

OODA loop, the decision cycle was presented by Colonel John Boyd and it was
originally developed for observing and examining fighter pilots in aerial combat.
Later on it has been adopted widely to business, law enforcement, military as
well as to information security, as a decision making strategy[16–19].

Boyd stated that the people’s ambiguity and the environments randomness
creates a lot of uncertainty among us. However, the bigger problem is our in-
ability to properly understand changing reality, that is, we find it difficult to
change our perspectives according to prevailing conditions thus we tend to keep
continuing with the existing mental concept. He also pointed out ”that trying to
understand a randomly changing space with pre-existing mental concepts can only
lead to confusion, ambiguity, and more uncertainty”. Previous idea is based on
three principles: i) Gödel’s Incompleteness theorem ii) Heisenberg’s Uncertainty
Principle and iii) 2nd Law of Thermodynamics. First, Gödel’s Incompleteness
theorem, states that every logical model of reality is incomplete, inconsistent
and must adapt constantly to new observations. Second, Heisenberg s Uncer-
tainty Principle, states that it is impossible to define the velocity and position
of a particle at the same time. By applying this to environment, we will obtain
more precise observations to exact domain but on the other hand we obtain more
uncertainty to the other one. Third, 2nd Law of Thermodynamics, states that
”isolated system” will have increasing entropy. By transferring this to organiza-
tion, Boyd assumed that if individuals or organizations does not communicate
with outsiders for getting new information, they will create mentally closed en-
vironment which leads to distorted perception of surroundings[16]. Therefore, it
is important to frequently do situational assessments to gain awareness about
the things that are going on in the environment[19].

The decision cycle has four phases, Observe - Orient - Decide - Act. Each
phase in an OODA loop is a representation of a process, which is interacting with
its environment. Its purpose is to resolve the earlier mentioned randomly chang-
ing space problem and increase awareness about the surrounding environment.
Observe is a process for acquiring information about the environment through
observing and interacting with it. It is guided and controlled by Orient while
receiving feedback from Decide and Act. Orient is the process of filtering the
information gathered in observe phase, taking into account the possible Orient-
phases from previous loops. The filtering may include finding such correlations
and dependencies that can be used in further decision making, therefore irrele-
vant information can be rejected. ”It shapes the way... we observe, the way we
decide, the way we act”. The process that selects which hypotheses will be ex-
ecuted based on environment’s situation, is Decide. It is guided by input from
Orient and delivers feedback to Observe. In Act-process, the selected hypotheses
are tested by interacting with the environment. It is guided and controlled by
Orient, it receives feedback from Decide and it provides feedback to Observe[16].

It is important to remember that both sides, attacker and defender in our
case, are supposedly using their OODA loops or comparable decision making
strategies[5]. Boyd emphasized that by operating in faster decision cycle tempo



than an opponent, there the probability of winning is higher, or even better
there exist a chance to get inside in an opponent’s OODA loop. In other words,
defender’s cycle should perform with faster tempo than attackers[11, 16, 19]. Ma
et al. pointed out that OODA loop is a robust encounter strategy for randomly
changing environments and they also stated that effective OODA cycles gener-
ate encounter effectiveness[18]. Dapeng et al. executed OODA loop effectiveness
simulation in their research. They stated that in theory, ”more timely and com-
plete the information is more accurate and rapid the estimation, decision-making
and action will be”. That is, the opponent who gain more effective information,
such that can be exploited on further attack phases, in certain time period,
has more effective OODA cycle. Function table revealed that while gaining in-
creasing amount of effective information, the accuracy of estimation increased as
well. Their simulation showed that when opponents have the same tactical and
technical performance, an opponent with more effective, or faster, OODA loop
will win. An essential conclusion was, that it is more important to prevent the
opponent gaining access to effective information than to improve tactical and
technical performance[17]. However, Révay et al. stated that instead of faster
OODA cycle tempo, Boyd actually meant rapid random changes in an OODA
cycle tempo, which will create surprising and ambiguous behaviour thus confus-
ing the opponent[16].

Fusano et al. tested OODA loop robustness with game theory by developing
multi-agent combat simulation based on framework derived from game theory
model and their multiple simulations conclusion supports Révay et al. lastly men-
tioned statement, opponent cannot win only by improving the performance based
on observations of the other. To win, performance also requires modifications to
the rules of orientation[20]. Another game theory research which supports same
statement was simulated by Bilar et al., they developed a defence framework in
order to identify malicious activities in a network. Their framework was based
on fake targets: while the purpose was to detect suspicious behaviour, their in-
tention was also to undermine opponents decision structure[21]. Thus OODA
loop can be unified with a game theory in order to optimize own performance
and create false understanding of the environment, which causes confusion to
the opponent.

5 Deep analysis of APT attacks

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for evaluating the dynamics of APT
attacks. Due to the complexity of attacks, our method tries to capture the multi-
dimensionality of these attacks that multiple ongoing attack vectors, possibly in
different stages, present. Instead of using strict flow controls or pure strategical
theories we combine APT attack with OODA loop and Black Swan -theory in
order to find the most common factor within these attacks.



5.1 APT attack and Black Swan Theory

APT attack can be considered as a rare event, thus it can be considered as a
Black Swan. Although APT attack numbers are growing, they continue to be
rare and for this there are two possible reasons, i) ongoing APT attacks are not
detected or ii) APT attack detections are not reported publicly. In this section
we focus on the first reason, where ongoing Black Swans are not detected. By
comparing Black Swan three attributes and APT attacks, we can state i) APT
attack locates outside of ordinary assumption, ii) APT attack causes high impact
to target on purpose and iii) after discovery there exist a tendency to prove that
APT attack is explainable and was predictable.

To detect these sophisticated attacks, we can consider Black Swan phe-
nomenon reasons i-vii listed earlier in section III, ”duration blindness” and ”the
curse of learning”. When considering a detection method, we must recognize
earlier mentioned problems and develop a solution from a new perspective, that
is, i) keep true complexity of an environment, ii) expand focus also to outside
of a ”tunnel”, iii) focus on all data, not just clusters, iv) not reduce data di-
mensions in order to reduce computational complexity, v) expand focus from
historical events also to unknown events, vi) develop new tools which does not
exclude rare events and vii) focus on data in original non-processed format. Even
though there are known APT attacks that last from a month up to four years,
it is not possible to predict with certainty that how long an attack continues.
That is, the duration of one APT attack can be less than a day while another
one may try to continue campaign as long as possible. Therefore, there does
not exist a fixed duration for an attack campaign. To avoid ”the curse of learn-
ing” a mechanism must be considered that learns from shorter time periods
thus decreases overlap in information. Another important issue is that one has
to know the environment correctly instead of making best guesses and creating
countermeasures based on those.

5.2 APT attack and OODA loop

APT attack uses multiple simultaneous attack vectors which can be in different
phases and different vectors may depend on the output of another vector. There-
fore, we should think APT as multiple possibly dependent simultaneous OODA
loops inside multiple attack vectors. This scheme is visualized in figure 1.

From the figure we can observe how these vectors 1-n have their dependent
OODA loops. Timely execution of a vector’s loop can depend on the results
of earlier loop, the random execution interval of the vector and those loops
from other attack vectors that send input data and execution commands. Before
continuing to next stage, a vector can be in a halt until input from another
vector arrives.

With this presented method, there is no necessity for knowing ”kill chain”
phases, thus we can observe that APT is a complex dynamical problem and we
can state that APT a multi-vector multi-stage attack with continuous strategical
ongoing campaign.



Fig. 1. Multi-vector multi-stage attack

5.3 From Black Swan to strategic decision

APT’s were considered as a Black swans earlier, however, we can remove the
surprise element, or at least reduce it with hypothesis ”we have an ongoing APT
attack in a network”. By being aware of the possibility of attacks, we transfer
those to Grey Swans and thus make them somewhat predictable, that is, attacks
continue to be unknown unknowns as there is no actual detection available, but
it is possible to set detection methods in place.

Considering APT attack behaviour, it can be divided to two types: i) pro-
grammed to fit environment, in other words tailored to known environment and
ii) programmed to learn from environment and modify itself during campaign to
fit to the environment. Difference is that in the first option, attacker has to know
the environment completely during the development of malware, Stuxnet is one
example of this type attack. In the second option, with the help of machine or
deep learning an attack learns and modifies itself during the campaign. Both
of these has one common functionality, after the execution they start to follow
campaign strategy, which can cause behavioural patterns that can be detected.



5.4 Performance cost

When considering the proposed method from a technical point of view, we can
state that it requires computational power, possibly a cluster of GPU’s (Graph-
ical Processing Unit) for running Deep Learning algorithms. Other resources
include Random Access Memory (RAM) for buffering incoming network flow
and also enough of hard disk space for saving outliers in a database.

As mirroring or replicating entire network flows require more network devices
and planning, network capacity becomes also one concern. Furthermore, APT
attacks are targeted to high value cyber environments thus it might not be ben-
eficial to implement it to lower value environments until the prices of technical
devices are low enough. In other words, cost benefit is an important factor when
considering implementing the method.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

We can state as a fact that an APT attack uses some sort of communication
in a network, otherwise malware would be an isolated malware in a hardware
without further purpose defined for an APT. The communication can be, but
not limited to, command & control to outside environment all the way to the
attackers service. Campaign can also act independently inside a network and in
this case, the communication happens between devices. However, communication
is based on pre-programmed software logic, or logic through machine learning
process from environment, and an APT starts to follow strategic instruction how
to proceed with a campaign. Although an attack uses multiple simultaneous vec-
tors with different phases, masquerades communication data, changes execution
time intervals randomly, uses horizontal and vertical connections, mimics legiti-
mate traffic, it communicates which leaves traces to network flow. Due to earlier
mentioned sophisticated stealth techniques, an APT traffic can be statistically
close to a normal traffic but it causes anomalies. However, it might be necessary
to look deep into the binary level to find such anomalies. When detecting APT
attacks, the focus should be in outliers, even in the tiniest ones, since an impact
may cause huge damage to an environment.

We propose an approach to detect anomalies commonly present in APT
attacks directly from network flow. When considering APT attacks, or more
precisely their random execution intervals and long durations, real-time detection
might not be possible nor necessary. Instead, the focus is to drop the detection
time from years or months to an acceptable one, that is, days. To detect these
complex attacks, there are few issues that must be considered: i) dimension
reduction and overlapping information may cause outliers to vanish and ii) taking
into account earlier detected outliers from historical data. Our earlier research
results[22, 23] showed that deep learning methods have a high potential to resolve
the considerations i) and ii). One concern is to locate sufficient amount of good
quality network data, for executing training and benchmarking tests.

Based on these observations, we can state also that the most common factor
of APT attacks is communication, thus environment has to be developed in



a way that we are able to capture complete network flow and analyse it for
outliers. Additionally, we can setup decoys, for example honeypots, to create
diversion from environment which can cause an attack to expose itself more
easily. Furthermore, we have to consider how to detect attacks from legitimate
outliers, to avoid false positives and even more serious false negative detections.

As a future works, we continue to study the proposed approach and to work
on implementing such APT anomaly detection method that uses the ideas pre-
sented in the paper as well as determine which data types support detecting
APT attack.
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